
Pricing TiersRight-size your engagement group

Elemental Boosted Custom

Number of Participants Up to 10 Up to 1,000 More than 1,000

Unlimited Challenges

Choose from Sustainability, Nutrition, Fitness, Civic Engagement and 
other themed challenges, collectively featuring over 170 actions.

Personalize Actions and Challenges

Modify messaging, imagery, and educational content of actions and 
challenges to design engagements that align with your goals.

Impact Reports

Report company-wide environmental impacts on CO2, water, and 
waste and identify areas of improvement to refine sustainability 
strategies.

Mobile First Engagement

Enable participants to track their sustainable actions, join challenges, 
and connect with others in the organization from the palm of their 
hands.

Private and Secure Environment

Inspire social motivation with a private space where participants can 
share, comment and like photos, stories and achievements.

Carbon Footprint Calculator

Helps individuals benchmark their current footprint as a catalyst for 
action, asking members a few questions to estimate their yearly 
carbon footprint and then providing a list of actions to reduce their 
impact over time.

Communities Feature

Easily manage sub-groups and give them the autonomy to tailor 
challenges for specific locations or departments within your 
organization.

Google SSO

Make joining your organization as easy as clicking a button with 
Google SSO login and account creation.

Email Domain Authentication

Add another layer of security by specifying domains and requiring 
email verification for those who join your organization.

SSO Authentication (MSAL, Okta, OIDC)

Secure SSO Authentication with MSAL, OKTA, OIDC or Domain-
Based Verification.

Private Label Branded App in Stores & Custom 
Dashboard

Customize the color scheme, typography, logos, app icons and app 
store listings to match your brand.

Custom Development

Have an idea for a new feature you'd like to see? Work with our team to 
make it a reality.

Priority Support Service

Receive personalized support with guaranteed response times to 
maximize the impact of your sustainability initiatives. This service 
includes onboarding, training, customizations, translation services, 
and ongoing support.

Customization

Creation of custom themes, challenges, or actions available upon 
request with purchase.


